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Abstract of Thesis

This study looks at the teacher's role and impact on building a classroom

community. A heterogeneous mix of 20 second grade students (ages 7 and 8)
in a self contained classroom were videotaped daily having a fruit snack. A

Qualitative method of research was applied to the data. Fieldnotes were written
daily to describe the visual data. The study found that the teacher's role is very
significant in the community. The results indicated that rules, procedures, and
etiquette were the themes that centered around the group in their quest to build

community This study evokes questions concerning group dynamics and the
relationships formed by students and teachers.
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ChaPter One

lntrpduction and the Prob]em

Chapter Overview:

that have
This chapter will give a brief description of the changes
children, lifestyles, and
occurred this century in reration to the rearing of
buitding within a
community. This chapter wiil discuss the need for community
problem as I see it. lt will also define
crassroom setting, as well as define the
community will also be
key terminorogy for this study. A brief definition of
of a classroom snack
discussed. This chapter will discuss the incorporation
I propose to build a classroom
time to help in building a classroom community.
The study will look at how
community by incruding a crassroom snack time.
attitude and behavior
incorporating snack time into the daily agenda atfects
within the classroom communitY'

century' ln the
The nature of childhood has changed dramatically in this
children played a vital
1g3o,s, when 70 percent of all f amilies lived on f arms,
in a different manner' children
role at home, (as they continue to do today), but
to four hours a day directly
helped to work the farms, they typically spent three
the extended tamily' As
involved with their parents and various members of

other adults, children
they worked closely with their parents, grandparents, and
and self-discipline)
were instructed in life skills- (good judgment, responsibility,
society (Skills for
that helped prepare them to be contributing members of

Growing, 1990).
Today, our families no longer reside predominantly in farming
cities. ln many
communities. Many of our families live in very large urban
is headed by a
homes both parents (mother and father) work, or the household
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single parent. ln either case, very little time can be spent actively interacting
with children, which allows other forces to compete with the family as a source

of children's values and ideas. Hence, television has becorne a leading
educator of children for better and for worse (Skills for Growing, 1990).
Many children also look primarily to their peers for guidance because

these are the people with whom they spend the majority of their time. Thus,
children today are at much higher risk of developing problem behaviors Iike
poor school performance, drug use, promiscuous sexual activity, and
delinquency (Bronfenbrenner,

1

986).

Although Bronfenbrenner's article indicates that peers learning from
peers can have a negative effect, the notion that a peer learning from peers is
not always a negative concept. lt has been the personal experience of this
researcher that children learning from one another can be a very positive thing.
For example, within many classroom settings, children are often placed in peer
groups so that they (the children) may help one another with certain tasks. This
process is called cooperative learning (Skills for Growing, 1990).
Research done by Joyce, Weil, and Showers (1992), also supports this
premise. According to the authors, cooperation increases positive feelings
toward one another, reducing alienation and Ioneliness, building relationships,
and providing affirmative views of other people. Cooperation also increases
self-esteem not only through increased learning but also through the feeling of
being respected and cared for by others in the environment.
The idea of fulfilling a community within a classroom setting, or as the
concept indicates, "Building a school community" is developed in a manual
entitled, Skills for Growing (1990). This manual is a guide to social skill building
in the classroom.
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The manual defines the term "community" as a group of people who work
together and help each other. According to the manual, a classroom that builds
community is a classroom that helps children to have a sense of belonging.
The feeling of belonging will extend beyond the school and into the larger
community as well. The environment of such a classroom must promote a
feeling of genuine warmth and caring, and provide opportunities for children to
contribute in meanin$u! ways (Skills for Growing, 1990). ln order for a sense of
belonging to be fostered students must feel their classroom is predictable,
consistent, and emotionally safe.
Bing Nursery School in Stanford, California is an example of an
institution that was established to provide a sound educational environment for
young children. Programs at Bing Nursery school were designed with a
common goal. to help children gain physical, social and emotional competence.
A professional team of teachers and students in training carefully plans this

environment. (Pg. 1). The Bing School program is an example of a program
where children have their social and emotional needs met because of the
positive interaction between children and teachers. This interaction results in a
sense of belonging and establishes the concept of community.
According to Robert Barr (1998), a warrn school environment and caring
teachers can make up for a troubled home life and change the lives of children
whose circumstances seem to predict a life of failure and misery. He also
remarks that the interaction of the teacher and the child is important, and that

communication is a vital element in that relationship. Therefore, not only is peer
on peer support important when building community support in the classroom,
acc-ording to Barr, but, so is the support of the teacher to student as well. (Barr,
1

ee6)
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An article by Lewis, Schaps, and Watson (1996) presents five principles
of a caring classroom community. The principles include:
(1)

development of warm, sUpportive, stable relationships. - Do all

members of a school community - students, teachers, staff, parents - know one

another as people?

(2)

constructive learning.

- Children naturally try to make sense of the world

- to figure out how magnets work or why friends help.

(3)

an important, challenging curriculum.

- Thoughtful reading, self-

critical reflection, clear communication, asking productive questions.

(4)

intrinsic motivation. - What kind of schooling produces eager, lifelong

learners? and

(5)

attention to social and ethical dimensions

ol learning.

- Everything

about schooling - curriculum, teaching method, discipline, interpersonal
relationships.

These five principles are important to note because, they help to show a

framework of what a "caring classroom" could look like, and what components
play an important role when looking at that classroom. These principles will be
important to note upon the conclusion of this study.

ln order to create the circumstances that will promote community building
in the classroom, and establish the above principles, I would like to help provide

a daily replacement for the lost family and community experience. lncorporating
a snack time into the classroom is the tool that I utilized. lt is my belief that
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eating together brings people closer together. And traditions support my belief

.

Traditionally Americans gather for holidays such as Thanksgiving, and
Christmas to feast. We also eat after funerals, and at the celebrations of bir1h.

Athletes eat a pre-game meal before tournaments, and many religious
ceremonies include the act of eating together. So why not include eating a
snack in the classroom as a new tradition designed to bring a sense of "family''
tradition or a custom into an educational community. Afterall, children do spend
6.5 hrs. per day in a classroom setting (Skills for Growing, 1990). Therefore, by
incorporating a snack into the daily curriculum, and eating that snack in a group
setting, one could bring about a sense of togetherness, which could foster a
sense of community.

Problem Statement:
Children of the 1990's experience a different sense of comrnunity than
the children of the 1930's encountered. lnteraction in the home appears to be
less; peer group influence seems to be greater; television permeates American

culture. All of these factors take the child away from the immediate community.
Often the immediate community is the "family'' unit. Therefore, some things
need to happen in the broader cornmunity, such as the school or classroom

setting to help rectify these issues that are changing the family structure as we
know it today.
Children spend several hours of their day in classrooms. ln order to
promote a sense of community, teachers need to focus on cornmunity building
in the classroom"

6

My Definition of what Community is:
Webster's ll New Fliverside Dictionary defines community as, a class or
group with common interests; a group of peoples residing in the same region
and under the same government. The authors of the Skills for Growing (1990),
have defined community as a group of people that work together to help one

another. My definition of community is a combination of the two.
A community would be composed of people young and old, which are
working towards a common cause. In this case that cause would be to learn

unity. Unity, as defined by Webster's Il New Riverside dictionary

is:

Arrangement of elements in an artistic or literary work so that each contributes
to the main theme; the state of being united into a whole.
I define unity as the ability to come together as one whole group, to

accomplish common goals. My overall goals for my classroom were (1) to be
supportive of one another. (2) to teach one another how to be successful, as
well as, (3) to help one another to grow.

My definition of what a community should be is a place or

setting in which the participants work together as one to ensure the
overall success of all of those involved. Within a community we
witness the modeling and teaching of actions or behaviors that can
lead to the overall achievement and growth of those participatlng.
Since a community is maintained through modeling and teaching, from
my point of view, there has to be established rules to follow. I define rules as

regulations and by-laws to which individuals adhere to ensure that "we" are
doing the right thing. The right things being those things that are established
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and governed by the state, as well as our own morality. I was curious to see if

the rules would ensure success for all, or would they simply ensure compliance
by the group instead. The purpose

of this study is to identify the

effects of a snack time focusing on community building in the
classroom.

Significance of the Study:
Flesearch supports the fact that times have changed for children. (Skills

for Growing, 1990). Children of the 1990's experience a different sense of
community than children of 60 years ago
usually

did. ln two family homes, both parents

work. ln single parent households, the mother is typically the provider

and must work outside of the home. Therefore, many children use outside
forces as their tools for learning and guidance. ln order to help combat that
sense of alienation, schools need to help reinforce a positive outlook. Teachers
need to take on the role of leader and incorporate community building in their
classrooms to ensure that students feel a sense of belonging in the classroom,
as well as in the larger community.
Food is universal, no matter where one dwells. Mealtime, regardless of
whether or not it is breakfast, lunch or dinner, is a custom shared by all people
of all races, creed and gender" There is research that supports the idea that

food has a significant impact upon children's ability to perform effectively,
(Leverton, 1969). According to Leverton, author of the article, Facts and
Fallacies about Nutrition and Learning, there is growing evidence that nutrition
plays a vital role in the development of the brain, thus affecting learning. She
says, "evidence is fast accumulating that nutrition can influence intellectual
pefformance and learning. Nutrition can influence both the structure and the
functioning of the brain and other structures of the complex central nervous

I

system. " (Leverton, 1969, p

1)

That is why I propose the idea of using a snack

time, which will incorporate a "healtht'' snack, as an organizing point to promote
social interaction, and reduce alienation. The hope or goal is that through
community building students will experience more academic growth than in less
welcoming environments. That goal will not be measured as a part of this study,
but rather, will be left to future research.
Activities that flourish in a setting where there are positive relationships, a warm
climate and a sense of community in the classroom will also be incorporated;
i.e. group educational games such as sightword Bingo, and Math Bingo. This

will allow for social interaction during and after snack time. The purpose of
incorporating games into this project is to see if including a game time along
with having a snack time will allow for positive relationships to carry over into
the other situation in the classroom and not just at snack time.

I

The Teacher's lmpact on Building a Classroom Community
Chapter

Two:

Review

of Related

Diane Walker
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Literature

Chapter Two
Review of the Flelated Literature

Chapter Overview:
This chapter will discuss the different themes that emerged from this
research study

. lt will relate the literature that supports this researcher's ideas

about what elements surface, or come to the forefront when building a
classroorn's community. The specific topics that will be covered

are:

the

significance of building a classroorn community, rules and their significance in
building a classroom community, etiquette as it relates to classroom community

building, the role of the teacher when building a classroom community, and the
emergent leader in the classroom.

The significance of building the Classroom Gommunity:
When speaking about the importance of establishing a classroom
community, one must take into consideration the variables that bring forth this
need; for example, social isolation and stress. According to an article written by

Jan C. Singleton, (1994) "lndividuals living in poorer communities are more
likely to be plagued by a host of social problems that increase stress and

exacerbate the health effects of high-risk behaviors. These include such
problems as lack of parental involvement, underemployment, unemployment
and social isolation" (pg.

1il). She goes on to say that due to the feelings of

despondency and isolation, it can be ditficult for adults to remain actively
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involved in their children's lives, hence, leaving those children to feel that their
adult family members are not there for them emotionally (Singleton, 1994).

"Poverty can place enormous economic stress on families and

communities. Financial worries, and transportation often overwhelm adult
caretakers including food, and rent. Adults caring for young children may worry
about the cost of childcare, school clothes, and supplies. Often, adult family

members are forced to leave to find work. Stress among families in these
circumstances can take its toll on both the health and emotional well-being of
family members" (Singleton 1994, p.154)" I teach in an environment such as
the one described by Singleton. Many of the children and their familes are
plagued by poverty. And because many of my students experience high levels
of poverty, it was important to find ways to address their stress and isolation,
Another variable that contributes to the need for classroom community
building is antisocial behavior. G. Roy Mayer (1987), author of the article,
Preventing Antisocial Behavior in the Schoo.ls says, students who exhihit
chronic patterns of antisocial behavior frequently are characterized by clinicians
as having opposition disorders or conduct disorders. (Horne & Sayger, 1990;
Kazdin, 1987) (p. 468, Mayer). He says that community members and peers are
important influences that help to contribute to antisocial behavior, too. Mayer
goes on to give important statistical data that shows how high of a risk children

who live in lower socioeconomic environments are to succumbing to peer
pressure. He suggests that because one fourth of adolescents face a serious
risk of deviant behavior, and another 25% face a moderate risk of not reaching

productive adulthood, the children should be involved in school-related
activities, as well as in church or community youth groups. (Mayer, 1995).
Mayer, writes that according to the Carnegie Corporation (1992), about half of
America's adolescents have too little to do after school and are in danger of
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falling victim to gangs, drugs, violence, sex or other activities that could limit
their potential as adults. (Mayer 1995, p.469). Therefore, establishing youth
groups during and after school can help to combat anti-social behavior.
Because children of the 1990's experience less community than children
in the past, have less interaction in the home, and experience greater peer

group influence, teachers should try to focus on community building in the

classroom. lt is important to develop a plan to ensure that community building
becomes a daily part of the classroom setting; and that children feel cared for
and respected by their peers within that setting.
Lewis, Schaps,

and Watson (1996) define a caring community of

learners as - "a community whose members feel valued, personally connected
to one another, and committed to everyone's growth and learning." (pg. 16 ). "At
schools high in community - measured by the degree of students agreements
with statements such as, "My school is like a familt'' and "Students really care
about each other" -students show a host of positive outcomes." (Lewis, Schaps
& Watson 1996, p.

6). Some of those outcomes

include, a greater liking for

school, stronger motivation to learn, less absenteeism and, greater commitrnent
to democratic values. (Battistich, et al. in press; Bryk &Driscoll 1988, Hom &
Ballistich 1995). Students tend to work harder , achieve more, and attribute
more importance to school work in classes in which they feel liked, accepted,
and respected by the teacher and fellow students. (Schaps et. al, 1996). Thus
community building in the classroorn is important because it fosters a very
positive attitude in students, towards school and their peers and teachers.
One example is the Child Development Project which was developed to
institute a "caring community of learners." The philosophy is that creating caring
classroom communities is crucial to children's learning and good citizenship.
(Lewis, Schaps & Watson, 1996). Child Development Project (CDT) schools
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are set up across the country. The major focus of these schools is to promote

citizenship and to build community. (Schaps et al., 1996). ln one California
(CDT) school the children conduct class meetings. ln the first meeting the

children discuss, the topics of "how we want to be treated by others", and "what
kind of class we want to be" (Schaps et al. 1996) From these discussions such
responses as, "be kind", "show respect, and "do our best" emerged. The

responses are similar across diverse schools. (Schaps et al. 1996). All of these
comments are important when looking to formulate a community within the
classroom setting.
It is important for a teacher to take time to teach children how to treat
each other in a caring community. "When you invest time up front in having the
kids get to know one another, the picked-on child never has a chance to

emerge. Kids find out that they share the same favorite food, hobby, or
whatever; they see one another as human beings. The child who might have
been the nerd in previous years never gets seen that way because classmates
remember that that child's favorite food is McDonald's hamburgers too" (Schaps
et. al, 1996, pg. 18)

Finally, like a family, the caring classroom provides a sense of belonging
that allows risk- taking, and lively critical thinking to take place amongst the
children. (Schaps, et. al, 1996). These factors make for a healthy classroom
environment overall. And a healthy environment brings forth-positive things,
such as a positive community in the classroom. But, like any structure, or entity,
a community cannot function by good wishes alone. There have to be
guidelines, and rules to follow, in order for peace to exist. This brings us to the

importance of establishing rules within a community.
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The significance of Establishing Rules within a Classroom
Community:
According to author David Schimmel, (1997) school rules are a form of
law that applies to students, and they (rules) are a vital part of education for

citizenship. Schimmel also writes that if the following four steps, or
characteristics are utilized with school rules, there will be an adherence to
school rules, as well as safety and order (Schimmel, lgg7).

1.

There is participation students, parents and staff should be
encouraged

to participate in developing schools and

classroom

rules. (pg. 41).

2.

Rules are balanced, reasoned and

positive

rather than being

drilled with prohibitions and punishrnents, codes of conduct should

balance rights and responsibilities and emphasize how they
promote civic values. They should begin with an explanation of the
participatory process used to develop the code, how it promotes the

schools educational mission, and how

it protects students' rights

(pg 41)

3.

Rules are educational codes of students' conduct should be
conceived and written as educational materials. Research has
found that effective educators teach rules of behavior as much as
they teach instructional content (pg. 42).

4.

Rules should be fair

- fairness is sometimes seen as a subjective

judgement about what a student or teacher likes or prefers (pg. 42).
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The article goes on to suggest that, the best kind of rule making is
collaborative rule making. lt is thought that if all parties involved have a say,

then there will be more willingness for participation (Schimmel, 1997). When
establishing the rules in my classroom for snack time, I brainstormed ideas with
children on the board, as to what they thought would be appropriate behavior
when serving food. I then took from their ideas and came up with rules for snack

time. I did use some of their suggestions, like, washing hands, washing fruit,
giving everyone something to eat.. The rest I came up with on my own.
Establishing rules in the classroom is good classroom management, and
classroom management begins with thoughtful planning. (Solomon, Schaps,
Watson & Battisch, 1998). According to Solomon, et. al., when creating caring
schools and classroom communities for all students, rules should be
established right away at the beginning of the school

year.

And the rules

should outline classroom expectations. (Solomon et. al, 1998). Also, student
participation is key. Students should have input in the rules because student
participation helps to create better learning environments.
Flules are significant when building a classroom community because

rules help to communicate and form the basis for catching students being good
(Project PARA, 1997). That is why it is important to remember to state the rules
positively, keep the wording simple and down to a minimum number such as 34, and most of all, vary the rules for different situations (Project PARA, 1997.)

Finally, when elaborating on the importance of rules and building
community, one has to always take into account the group. Establishing rules
as they relate to the dynamics of the group should also be inclusive of the

group's dynamics. (Church, 1996). ln other words, the rules established should
be meaningful to and useful for the group, otherwise the significance is less.
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"Through daily experiences together, patience, and cooperatively created rules
and routines, a cohesive group will take shape - perhaps when you least expect
it" (Church, 1996, pg 68). So in thinking about how to make group time work,
consider the following strategies:

1.

Find an identity - First it is important to decide on your
objectives for the year. Group time can have many different

goals- sociallemotional, linguistic, cognitive, physical, and
aesthetic (Church, 1996).

2.

Make it predictable - children respond to routine and wellorganized systems (Church, 68, 1996).

3. Rotate sharing

time - During group time, children have the

opportunity to share information about themselves to each

other. Through group discussions, songs, games and stories,
children begin to develop a sense of community (Church, pg.
68,1996).

4.

Model Respect - No matter what systems or techniques you
use, remember that you are the most powerful tool for
developing a sense of community within your group (Church

68, 1996).

Finally, in any system we are part of in this day and age, one must
adhere to rules. Flules help us to maintain order, as well as take responsibility

for actions. I think including rules in our classroom snack time helped the
children to stay focused, as well kept them on their toes. lt was even more
beneficial that the children were instrumental in helping to establish some of
those rules. Establishing rules in the classroom also means that there are
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certain procedures that must be followed. The following section outlines those
procedures.

The Teacher's Role

in Establishing

Procedures

Crawford points out a very key elernent. Although I in the story stepped
back from the group's project, and facilitated it, I was still the person that
outlined the rules for the group. According to an article by the Project PARA
University of Nebraska (1998), this is the way it should

be. They say that

classroom rules must be specifically taught to students. I should be responsible
for teaching rules to the students. This should also include explaining the rules
and the behavior that meets the rules, modeling and practicing these
behaviors, providing corrective feedback and providing praise and
reinforcement when students follow the rules (Project PARA, 1997). Although

Schimmel (1997) suggests collaborative rule making, as opposed to the
teacher making the rules, I feel this is how it should be in any community
building setting.
The following supports classroom rules, and lays out more teacher
responsibilities:

* Post the rules
* Remind students of the rules

" Emphasize the positive
* Explain the importance of rules (PAHA project, 1997)
At this point, it is clear that research supports the establishment and
modeling of classroom rules. lt is also valid to say that rules are significant

when building a classroom community. But I venture to go a step further and
suggest that without efficient procedures, that rules cannot be maintained as
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effectively as we would like. Therefore, there should be an establishment of
procedures when establishing rules (i.e. leadership involves developing
structure -

).

The Project PARA (1997) group agrees with the idea of establishing
procedures in a classroom. They maintain that since most activities in the
classroom occur on a regular basis, (i.e. getting materials to start lessons,
asking for help, and transitioning from activity to activity) that establishing

procedures make those classrooms more efficient and effective (Project PARA,
1997).

The article suggests that the best way to create procedures is to have the
teacher outline the steps in the activity and create rules for carrying out the

procedure. The procedure is then explained to students and practiced. (Project
PAFIA, 1998). These are the procedures
classroom snack

time.

I

followed when establishing our

As a facilitator, I only encouraged interaction, I did not

force it. I outlined the rules and discussed them with the students, but allowed
the group to act upon the rules in as natural an environment as possible.
But in the end, no matter what role (i.e, facilitator, mediator, etc. ) the
teacher takes on; the teacher is the role model. Research supports this

statement. lt is the responsibility of the teacher to teach students how to act and
interact with one another (Solomon et. al,

1998). lt is the responsibility

of the

teacher to also maintain a positive classroom climate, taking into consideration
that no matter how well we teach others how to behave, no amount of teaching
can overshadow our actions.behaviors as educators.
Finally, no matter what techniques or systems one chooses to use, the
teacher is the most powerful tool for developing a sense of community within the
group (Church, 1996). The warmth and acceptance, equal treatment of
children, and recognition of everyone's attempts to participate and contribute
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will create the best foundation for great group times throughout the year.
(Church, 1996, pg 68).

Emerging Leader
lf the teacher is a good role model, he or she may find that often as a
result of their modeling, a classroom leader can emerge. For instance, while

conducting this snack time study, something interesting happened; A Ieader

emerged. I spent my observation time, which in this case was snack time.
behind the video camera, I was not in the forefront of the classroom, like I am as

"teacher". As the researcher, it was my role to allow things to happen as
naturally as possible. I tried to do this to the best of my ability. There were times

when I gave a few reminders, but overall, I tried to let the children be in control
of snack time as much as possible, sometimes I was effective, other times I was

not. As a result of this phenomenon, a leader arose in the group.
This leader took on the responsibilities of making sure that snack time
ran as smoothly as possible, she too gave reminders about the rules,

encouraged her peers to use their manners as much as possible, and took it
upon herself to make sure these things happened in a timely fashion. This
dynamic fits the definition found in an article printed on the lnternet by Sharon
Jones, entitled Leadership. The definition says, "Leaders are those who
consistently make etfective contributions to social order, and who are expected
and perceived to do so (Hosking, 1988, p, 153).
The article goes on to list a variety of definitions and viewpoints about
what a leader is, and what leadership means. According to the article, some
believe leadership is about creating structure (directing activities), others think
leadership is about behaviors (how the individuals act), while others feel
maintaining control and having compliance makes a leader, as well as having
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influence and knowing how to communicate (Trice & Beyer; Yukl G, 1994).

I

believe all of the above makes for a good leader, any kind of leader, whether it

be child or adult.
As I stated before, my absence as "teacher" during snack time is the
reason for our emergent leader. ls this a good thing or is it bad? lf I go back to
my definition what community is, the answer would be an emergent leader is a

good thing. Because as I said, " a community should be a place where young
and old work together to ensure the overall success of all of those involved;
modeling and teaching those actions or behaviors that can lead to the overall
achievement and growth of those participating.

Etiquette as

it

relates

to Community Bulldlng:

Etiquette as defined by Webster's ll New Riverside Dictionary, is the
prescribed form and practice of correct behavior ( Webster's

ll New Fliverside

Dictionary, pg. 239). Etiquette is different from rules because etiquette means to

practice the appropriate behavior necessary. Rules are a set of guidelines that
help us to reach a point of proper etiquette. ln other words, rules present the
behavior that one strives for, and having etiquette is the practice of those

behaviors.
Michael Carlton (1998), author of the article "Yes". ldA'am., highlights an

etiquette course hosted by two women in Sea lsland, Georgia. One of the
women has this to say about the importance of good etiquette, "Vt'e are not
trying to produce prudish ladies and stuffy gentlernen. "We're just trying to teach
them that basic consideration of the other person makes for a better world"
(Carlton, 1998). My sentiments exactly!
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Carolyn L. Harrington, (no date), author of the article Minding oul'

Manners. decided to present an etiquette lesson to her second grade art
students because of their lack of table manners. She found that many of the
students did participate in helping to set the dinner table and knew some of the
mannerisms of proper etiquette (not talking when mouth is full, not yelling, and
not reaching over other's food ) at meal time in their homes.
Harrington presented a Thanksgiving art lesson in which her children
were responsible for creating their own three-dimensional place setting for that

occasion. The other components to this lesson, were the students had to make
their own utensils from plastic and make food frorn paper. The children also
had to write what they were thankful for on large place cards. According to

Harrington, the children ffime away from this lesson realizing that Thanksgiving
is not just about eating, it is also about using proper mannerisms towards others
as well (Harrington, 1998). Harrington concluded her lesson by reminding her
students that, "it is polite to stay seated until everyone has finished." (pg. 22)
I could relate to this article because as the teacher in this community

building study as wel! as the researcher, I too hoped that my students would
come away f rom having snack time in the classroom, and see that there was
more to having a snack time than just the eating aspect. Just like Harrington,

I

presented a tool to be used to help build an awareness of the needs and
feelings of others. She used a Thanksgiving art project, I used a classroom
snack time. The hope is the same, that is, that the children will leave these

projects feeling good about themselves and the people around them, their
community.
Thus far, this paper has addressed why it is important to build a

classroom community, the rules that are established to help the classroom
community run smoothly, and the etiquette that is fostered within the community
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that helps to ensure peace and fairness among the group. Now let's take a look
at the role of the teacher within the classroom community. What is the function

of the teacher while the group is being established? How does the group
function with / without the teacher? And finally, how significant is the role of the

teacher? These are questions that this section, The Role of the Teacher hopes
to answer for you the reader.

The Role of the Teacher when building a Community within a
Classroom:
Before one can discuss the role of the teacher during snack time, when

building a classroom community, one must first review the roles teachers have
often played, as well as discuss why those roles have significance when
looking to build a community within a classroom setting.
Teachers often play a variety of roles for their students. But sometimes,
schools can limit those roles, as

in

the transfer model of education (The

lnstitute for Learning Sciences, 1994). The transfer model of education
presents the teacher with three components, or roles: selecting material for the
children, presenting that material, and assessing children

to

see how much

information was absorbed (The lnstitute for Learning Sciences, 1994)"
The transfer model is limiting for teachers in that it only focuses on the
roles of selector, presenter and evaluator. Teachers' roles can also consist of

being the manager, leader, motivator, brainstormer and critic. Each of these
roles lead to different styles of teaching, as well as helps students learn a great
deal of knowledge (The Institute for Learning Sciences, 1994). This is
important to note because it is important for the reader to see that with this

research, the teacher is not being restricted in her approach to bringing about a
classroom community. The teacher is acting as a manager, leader, and
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motivator for the students. Which will allow for natural growth to occur, and
hopefully for community to be built.

Establishing roles and role modeling go hand in hand. In order to
successfully ffirry out a role, the teacher should be able to model the desired
out come. One example of this is the modeling of social communication. Social
communication is the social interaction amongst individuals. Frank Howe
(1992), author of the article, A prep (atld.Pep) Session for Next Fall, presents

the following components for a social communication system based on an
anatomical analysis of its parts:
(a) The Heart - Teachers must remember that when we talk to our

students , we must show that we care (Howe,

41 ,1995).

(b) The ears - When communicating with students ask, "what
information am I hearing from the student? What feelings?

Questions? Hopes?" (Howe,

41

, 1995).

(c) The eyes - The more we attune ourselves to non-verbal
information, the more likely we are clearly to understand our

students (Howe,

41

, 1995).

(d) The mouth - The final component is the mouth, but so often we
tend to use it first. We communicate most effectively with our
students when we:

* use words our students understand, or explain the ones
that they don't.

" speak at a moderate or low volume. The volume of your
speach can overwhelm the need to understand the need
for self-preservation.
* say what you mean. Educators must treat their words with
care, conveying clearly the intent.
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* speak less than we listen. We
are more likely to be heard
when our messages are short and not repetitive (Howe,
41

, 1gg5).

Frank Howe (1995) ,also writesthat as educators, we are at all times,
intentionally or not, models for our students. Our interactions with them and with

fellow educators teach students as much or more about life than our formal
lessons (Howe, 41 , 1995). And since our students look to us for guidance, it is
our responsibility to guide them to the best of our abilities. Therefore building a
classroom community, which allows people to work together for a common
cause it is essential to good student / teacher relationships.

The Teacher's Role a Facilitator
Upon beginning this research endeavor I had already defined my role as
a facilitator for the group. Webster's

ll New Fliverside Dictionary defines a

facilitator as someone who makes things easier. I explained the rules and
expectations for our classroom community, I settled conflicts, and I clarified rules

when it was necessary, and then I did what I could to ensure that the children
followed the rules and expectations.
Midway through the study, I began to question my role as facilitator. Do
do too much? Should I settle the conflicts, or should the community as a whole
do that

?

(i.e. when should a facilitator settle conflicts and when should a

facilitator teach the community how to resolve their conflicts?) Before I could
answer these questions, I had to define what I meant by "too much". Because,
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I

how

we communicate to our students will provide a concrete example of how

social interchange is to occur (Howe, 1995).
ln the article, Rgdefining the Flesearch paper and the Teache.r's Role by

Janet Cravvford (1992) we are given insight into the world of one teacher's
decision not to take on all the responsibility, but to put some of it back on the
students. (i.e., to play the role of "facilitator") Using the tools of poetry and an
end of the year research paper, the students were assigned a most difficult task.

The project was defined. The expectations were given and the students
were allowed to express their feelings about the assignment. Some of the
reactions were that of fear and apprehension. Another wa$ that of frustration.
But despite the anxiety of the students' as well as her own, the teacher

continuously placed the responsibility of the assignment back onto the student's

shoulders. They in turn helped each other out. lnstead of turning to the teacher
to decipher rules, and to figure out their dilemmas, they settled issues amongst

themselves. Finally, the students began to take ownership of the project at
hand.
Meanwhile, the teacher had clearly redefined her role as a facilitator; a

guide (Cravuford, 1992). "With clipboard and pen I circulated and talked to the
students about what they were doing, making notes about their topics but not
taking away ownership of their ideas by injecting my opinion" (Crawford, 1992,

ps

80).

ln the end the teacher's students wrote a reflective journal essay
detailing their thoughts and experiences. They were all positive experiences.
And as for the teacher in this program, she learned that as a teacher, her most

important role is that of a facilitator or guide. She also feels it is good to be
supportive of student's ideas, and to allow for student exploration, without giving
the solutions. lnstead be a listener and give suggestions (Crawford, 1992).
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All of the components of this article I find to be beneficial and noteworthy.
Although the tools were ditferent (poetry and research paper), as opposed to
the tool that I utilized, all of the elements were in place. Although the rules were
outlined by the teacher to make their endeavors a little ea$ier, the students were
ultimately the ones who had to take the initiative, as well as help one another
out.
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Pulling

it all Together:

The topics discussed in this chapter, (the significance of building a
classroom community, the significance rules have within a classroom
community, etiguette and the classroom community, the emergent student
leader, and the role of the teacher when building a classroom community) all
have one comrnon link, the classroom community, the group.

The changing factors in society today, bring about the need for building a
community in the classroom that is positive and helpful for the students. ln order
for that community to thrive and be successful certain procedures must take

place. The first thing is the establishment of rules. Rules help to build a
foundation for the group to refer back

to.

Rules could be considered a

constitution.

With the establishment of rules, there is a certain etiquette (practice of
correct behavior,) that is formulated. Good etiquette is essential when one is
teaching about basic consideration for others (Carlton, 1998), which is
important when building a community.
Anytime a group is established, the possibility of a leader emerging is

prevalent (Kouzes, Posner, 1995). A student took on the role and responsibility
of making sure things ran smoothly during snack time, since I spent the bulk of
my time behind the camera. As the researcher in this study, it was my role to

allow things to happen as naturally as possible.
My other role and responsibilities was

that of a facilitator. I acted as a

guide for the students, allowing whatever manifestations were to occur to

happen. I gave reminders about the rules, I interacted with the students when
necessary. But overall, I allowed the students to do with snack time, and our
structured game activities (math bingo, sightword bingo) as they pleased. And
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the results proved that the teacher interactions, or lack there of is key to the type
of community or group that is manifested in a classroom setting.
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The Teacher's lmpact on Bullding a Classroom Community
Chapter Three: Methodology

Diane Walker
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Chapter Three
Methodology.
Qhapter Overview:
This chapter will discuss the steps I used to investigate the research
question

.

There will be a step by step account of how snack time in the

classroom was orchestrated, and analyzed. This chapter will also give the
reader insight into why I chose this particular topic, as well as look at qualitative
research, and the components related to this particular style of research. This
chapter will show the daily accounts of how data was collected for this study, as
well as tell how the data was analyzed.

l.

Why I Chose this Topic: A Teacher's Background
when I initially began this project my focus was upon health and nutrition

and how a healthy snack contributed to building a classroom community. The
reason I began from this perspective is because of my background as a fourth
grade teacher. Seven years ago when I taught fourth grade our lunch schedule
was usually one of the last scheduled lunches for the day. The children usually
experienced a 4 hour gap between breakfast and lunch, which I felt was iust too

long. Hence I began bringing in healthy snacks, such as fruit, crackers, cheese,

etc. Eventually I began allowing the children the opportunity to bring in their
own snacks, but they still had to be nutritionally sound. As time went on,

I

began to see a change in my fourth grader's behavior. The children seemed to

be getting along with one another. They were sharing experiences together,
They were growing. (One of the things that developed from snack time then,
was dialogue between me and the students. We usually talked about anything
and everything. lt was great.)
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I began to realize that snack time wasn't just snacktime, but had become

a way of life in our classroom. We were eating together, talking and learning, all
essential life skills from my perspective. lt seemed as if we were coming
together as a community. This intrigued me and I wanted to know more. So
when I had to choose a research topic for my thesis, it was simple to me, I would
look at the effects that a classroom snacktime had on a classroom community.

I

am now a second grade teacher. AII of my focus will be upon the data collected
about my second grade students.

Backqround: Qualitative Research
This study used qualitative research methods to see how snack time
contributed to building a classroom community. I attempted to understand if
including a snack time into the daily curriculum of the classroom had an impact
on the students. Qualitative research relies on descriptive data and uses
detailed descriptions instead of numbers to substantiate what is being
presented (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982). For this particular research study,

I

gathered data through the use of videotaping and participant observation
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Taylor and Bogdan, 1984).

A participant observer is the person who records observed behavior (i.e.
descriptions, reports of conversations, and dialogues

). The participant

observer becomes as much as possible, a part of the setting in which the
research is taking place. The observer records everything as it happens
whether it is thrugh videotaping, audio taping, writing, or actual dialogue. The
participant observer analyzes data through the process of review. The process
of review means that the researcher looks at events as they take place.
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A strategy for Qualitative research that allows data to be systematically
obtained and analyzed is called Grounded Theory. Theory is generated from
the data and grounded

. The data is compared back and forth, this is called the

comparative analysis method. This strategy involves the systematic study of
comparison groups (Glasser and Strauss, 1967,9).

Overview: Current Study
ln the current study, data was recorded on videotapes, making it easy to
go back and examine. I documented the events of the day, from the videotapes
onto paper daily. I reviewed each day (by looking at the tape) at least three
times, to ensure nothing significant was missed. This was done in my horne.

I

took the tapes home every evening and on the weekends so that I could have
privacy to review the tapes and complete written field notes.

This research project began in the middle of October and ended over a
two month span of time in the middle of December, 1998. (taking into
consideration, student holidays breaks and parentlteacher conference days).
When this project began, I was looking at the connection between snack time
and food as it links to community building. Through on going analysis, the

research question shifted. A second viewing of the tape footage and rewrites
were done to fine tune field notes, as well find possible themes. This process
took another month or so. As a result, I found that my original research focus
and question changed from looking at the impact that food had on the effects of

building classroom community, to the teacher's role and impact on building a
classroom community. Thus the research question changed from: What effect
does a snack time have when looking at building a classroorn cornmunity?" to:
What is the role of the teacher when building a classroom community through
the use of a classroom snack time?"
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Participants:
This study involved second grade students in room 203, at a
Minneapolis Public Elementary School, on whose staff I served during the
1997-98 school year. The population was a heterogeneous mix of 20 students,
(1

1 boys, and 9 girls). The ethnicity of the class was comprised of

predominantly African Americans, some Asian students, one lndian child and
one White child. The children's socioeconomic background ranged from
working class to poor, as determined by our demographic location, and school

documentation. The students were selected based upon their classroom
assignment. I am the classroom teacher, as well as the researcher. I have
been teaching six years in the public school setting. All six of those years have

been in the same public school building.

Proced ures:
Prior to beginning the research, I obtained parent permission through a
letter, for students to participate in the snack time videotaping. (all of the

students were given permission to be taped.)
I began taping snack time in the classroom on October 23, 1997 to

October 31, 1997 and then again from November 7, 1997 to November
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,

1997. I then concluded taping from December 2, 1997- December 19, 1997.
This would have been a total of 32 school days. But, due to teacher absences,
lost footage (7 days), conference days, and having to share the camcorder with

other colleagues in the building, footage was reduced to 19 school days total.
At the end of each day that snack time video footage was recorded,

wrote field notes about what I saw on tape. Field notes present a detailed
account of events that took place during a particular time frame, From the
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accounts made I also wrote observer comments. From those observations,
came about the themes that have been written about in this study.
I also videotaped, and documented structured games, (Math bingo and

Sightword bingo were taped and data was written). The games were taped to
provide a comparison of student interaction with one another, outside of just
snack time.
Upon completing the first set of f ield notes, I viewed the videotapes a

second time around and added to the original field notes. This was done to get
a more accurate account of the events that took place. To my surprise, viewing
the tapes for a second time changed the initial focus of this study. t saw things

the second time on the tapes, which I missed or overlooked when viewing the
videotapes the first time. Originally the concept was looking at the act of eating
as the link to helping to build a classroom community. But, I began to see that

my interaction with the students was the link that helped to stabilize our
community.

The following information will give daily accounts of snack time.
lnformation from the first set of field notes, and information from the second set
of field notes, have been condensed in size and combined to show the reader

the actions that took place during this process. Also shown is the thought
process that I engaged in while reacting to footage as well as pulling out

themes. Observer comments serve as a summary of each day's happenings.
As rnentioned in the introduction key participants are referred to by

pseudonyms. This will protect the privacy of all of those involved.
It must be noted that when I wrote the first set of field notes, though

precise, and accurate, they did not capture many of the conversations between
the students. The second set of field notes did include more of the exact
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wording and conversations of the students as they happened. This helped in
the thought process when putting themes together.

lntroduction to Snack time in the Classrooilt:
Snack time in my classroom officially began the second week of
September, 1997, as it does at the beginning of every school year. Students
had brainstormed a list of rules on the blackboard, I selected a few of the

students suggestions, and came up with a few of my own. I discussed the rules
with the students ,outlining procedures and expectations. The rules given were
as followed:
(a) always wash hands before serving, or eating.
(b) always wash fruit before serving (l usually did this part).

(c) pass out napkins and/or plates to everyone.
(d) serve fruit to everyone.

(e) use good manners. meaning; always say please, thank you, and you're
welcome.

(f) never begin eating until everyone has been served; and until everyone is
seated.

( g) socializing with your classmates during snack time is permitted, as long as
your mouth is not full.
(h) throw snack time trash away in trashcan closest to the sink area, (which has
a tile floor). This helps in case of spills, or other messes.

(l) always get a drink of water after you finish your snack.
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Significance of Snack time Rules:
These rules were established based upon my idea of the proper rules of
etiquette - the prescribed forms and practices of correct behavior. (pg. 239
Webster's ll New Riverside Dictionary) and some basic life skills that the
children should be exposed to in the home, as well as in the school setting. The
concepts behind the snack time rules that I see carrying over throughout the
course of any day are, looking out for one another's well being, sharing,
exhibiting common courtesy, and the establishment of manners. Overall, I view
the concepts as teaching respect for one's fellow human being. The intent of
the snack time rules was that the children would continue to transfer the same
concepts behind these rules over the course of their day, not only during snack
time.

The snack time rules fit the expectations of Church's (1996) rules.

The classroom group has established an identity; social interaction. The rules
are very predictable because they are listed, and should be followed

daily. The

children were encouraged to socialize with members of the group, and we
modeled respect, by always saying please and thank you, as well as waiting for
everyone to eat just as Church (1996) recommended. The intent of these rules
is that the children would transfer the concepts behind the rules throughout the

course of their day, not only during snack time.
Overall, I see the concepts as teaching children to show respect. And
showing respect to one another is always considered proper etiquette from my
point of view.
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The Research Proiect:
The research process of videotaping and writing field notes, did not
begin until the second week of October,1g97. lt was then, that I began

videotaping snack time. A daily snack was given from 11:00 a.m. until 11:15
a.m. (once in a while this time might change due to an assembly, and/or other
school activity). Children were eating 1/2 pieces of fruit (bananas, apples, and
oranges) in the classroom during this

time.

Everyday, a snack time helper

was selected by the teacher. ln the beginning of this research process,

I

selected the students to be the snack time helpers. Usually it was the

classroom leader of the day, and another child. As time went on, and I felt the
students understood the role of the snack time helper(s), I allowed the leader of
the day to select his/her own helper.
The role of the snack time helper(s) was to pass out the napkins, and
plates, as well as pass out the snack. The fruit was cut up on a serving tray to
make it easier for the servers to transport from desk to desk. The helper(s) were

also responsible for making sure everyone was served a snack. This included
late corners, such as those students that attended reading class prior to snack

time. (Some days, they would arrive to class a few minutes late. ) The helpers
were also responsible for cleaning up the snack area once snack time ended.
ln the beginning of taping, the classroom was arranged into two large
groups with 10 students in each. The groups were on either side of the

classroom. There was a mixture of boys and girls in each group. The desks
were side by side, which made communicating very easy. The sink area was to
the back of the room, and my desk, towards the front of the room. I did most of
my taping from the front of the room, standing next to my desk.
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Towards the end of taping, in the final month, the desks were arranged
into five small groups, with 4 students in each group. Once again the desks

were side by side, but the children were spread around the classroom, instead
of being in two large clumps.
During the videotaping process, my intent was to be that of the facilitator.

But I later found that my role was to become multi-dimensional. I found myself
enforcing the rules often.
Webster's ll New Riverside Dictionary defines a facilitator as someone
who makes things easier. I explained the rules and expectations of our
classroom community, I settled conflicts, and I clarified rules as needed.

I

helped prepare the snacks, and I videotaped the children as they interacted
during snack time.
Upon completion of taping each school day, I would then write field

notes about what behaviors were taking place during snack time. Within those
notes were my observer comments, explaining the data from my point of view.

On some occasions it was not possible for rne to write notes on the same day as
the taping. But within a few days of taping, I would write the field notes, and the

observation comments.
ln addition to snack time, on three separate occasions the students were
taped engaging in classroom games

-

sightword bingo, and math bingo.

Observation cnmments and field notes were written at the end of the day,
pertaining to student behavior concerning the data collected on these days as

well.

Students were videotaped during these games in a different capacity as

they were during snack time. But the students were in as natural a state as

possible. The ditference was, they were given the choice to stay at their desks,
work with a partner, or find a place in the room that they felt the most

comfortable; where-as, during snack time, the students stayed at their desks

eo

only. The purpose of taping these games was to see if the students utilized any
of the snack time expectations in other situations in the classroorn.

The Role of the Researcher:
My dual role as the researcher and the classroom teacher for this study

was very challenging. My interaction with the students during snack time was
limited because I was behind the camera; and because I was a participant

observer. As the researcher I had to keep an objective as well as subiective
point of view. As the classroom teacher I wanted to dive right in and bring about
stimulating conversation, as well other interactions. But I did

not. lnstead I took

on the role of facilitator ( a guide ); made reminders, helped settle squabbles

when necessary, and observed.
The dual role of researcher and classroom teacher may have affected my

findings. Although I tried very hard not to be biased in any way, I have to take
into consideration that I may have still influenced many of the outcomes by my

presence as teacher and by the fact that I still held the power in the dassroom,
as the classroom teacher. After all, the children looked to me for guidance and
reassurance, first as a teacher, rather than a researcher. And although I tried to

guide, my role as teacher may have influenced student response and action.
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Ghapter Four

Data Analysis

Chapter Overview:
This chapter will discuss the findings of research

. Here I will discuss the

themes that emerged from my data. These themes are documented, using the
dialogue and interaction of the students. The themes that this chapter will

discuss are Rules and Procedures, Good Etiquette, The role of the teacher and,

The Emergent Leader.

Rules and Procedures:
The first theme that arose while conducting this research was that of the

establishment of rules and procedures. The term "rule" as defined by Webster's

ll New Riverside Dictionary is a standard procedure or method, and the term
procedure is defined as an established series of steps. The next few pages will
provide data that support the establishment of procedure and the adherence to
rules.

Gettino Ready for Snack: Pa#sing Out Sfiack, Eating Snack:
The first few days of snack time were very new to the students. Prior to
snack time, The students and

I established rules and procedures for the

students as to what would be acceptable. This took place the first few days of
school, and although in the beginning some students did not necessarily think
that following those procedures were necessary, many of the students did
adhere to the rules. There was a hand made sign labeled "snack area" at the

back of ttre room on the counter written on a pink piece of paper. This is
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important to note because bright colors stand out and are more noticeable.
Next to that pink piece of paper was a yellow piece of paper with the snack time

procedures listed. They read. Wash your hands, pass out napkins, pass out
snack to everyone, make sure everyone has a snack before eating, make sure
everyone is seated, etc. The sign was located near the sink to remind the
students of what to do when it was their turn to be a snack helper.
ln one episode of snack time, Joseph and Sally are in the cupboard looking for
extra napkins to pass out to their classmates. The bananas have been sliced,
and placed in the snack area. Meanwhile Travis is passing out paper towels.
At this point in time, it is apparent that the students have learned the snack time

rules. The children know to get things prepared in order for snack time to begin.
I know that the children are aware of this rule because while waiting to eat on

that day, another student in the class by the name of MaryAnn said, "The people
that pass out snack are supposed to get ready before everyone else." This little
excerpt shows the students getting things prepared. They are following
procedures.
Another time, students are at the sink waiting to wash up, (the first rule for

getting ready for snack time). MaryAnn calls out to me and says, "Miss W can

I

start eating?" I respond with the question, "has everyone washed up and sat

down?" MaryAnn then responds with "no". I then say, "you tell me, can you
start to eat?" She says, "no". She then asks, "why do we need to wait?" So

I

asked MaryAnn, "when you're at home do you start eating before the rest of
your family?" Her response was, "yes, I be hungry''. This dialogue continued in
this manner for a little while longer. Finally, MaryAnn admitted that she was
aware of the snack time rules, and procedures, with one rule being that the
class does not eat snack until everyone is seated and has a snack of their own.
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MaryAnn even took things a step further and reminded a classmate, by the
name of Peter, that he could not eat until "everyone was readf'.

On many days I began my field notes with the same familiar information: The
plates and napkins have already been passed out. The students are either at
the sink, or have been to the sink to wash up. The snack helper, whom ever that
may be for that particular day, is passing out the snack, and the other students

are waiting patiently at their desks. Because my notes displayed a familiar
dialogue, this indicated to me that the children were following procedures.
One day during snack time, the plates and napkins had been passed out
by the snack helper. Everyone was seated, waiting to

seated?" The children responded,

"yes".

eat. I asked, "is everyone

I asked does everyone have a

snack?" The response was "yes" again. The children then began to eat. And
on another day of snack time everyone has cleaned up and are at their desks.
Pamela is the snack helper. She passes out snack, no one is touching his or
her food, and everyone is waiting patiently. Then Pamela joins her classmates

and is seated

too. Everyone peels their banana and begins to eat

demonstrating a routine that the students followed daily.
Getting prepared for snack time, passing out snack, and eating snack are
only a few of the procedures that were established during snack time. One of
the snack time rules stated that the children could socialize with their
classmates during snacktime, as long as they did not talk or communicate with
their mouths

full.

Many of the children took advantage of this opportunity, hence

establishing other snacktime procedures to follow, such as socialization and
completion of classroom assignments.
Socializatien and Snacktimg
Discussion became a prominent part of snacktime within a few days of

snacktime. Althouth students seemed to feel at ease as more time went on, they
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still looked to me,every so often before engaging in conversation. The
discussions were a various range of topics. For example, on day three of snack

time the children are eating. The group on the left side of the room is talking to
one another. MaryAnn, Peter and Sam are discussing their apples. They're
explaining about the type of apple each one prefers to

eal

MaryAnn prefers the

hard green apples, while Sam says that he likes the red, sweet apples and
Peter agrees with both of their suggestions. He said, "l like the red apple

because it is sweet, and I like the green apple because green is my favorite

color." And on another day, Sandy is talking to Sam. The children are totally
engaged, but I cannot hear their exact words. They allow Phillip to join in the

conversation. I think they are talking about a book now, but that really doesn't

matter. The children are talking; communicating. That is what's important.
Socialization is taking place.
Completing Classroofft Assignments During Snachtime:
As snack time continued , (about midway through), it appeared as though
snack time took on an academic

air. Students engaged in social conversation,

and worked on assignments during snack

time. I noticed this shift one day

in

late November. On this day the children are eating 1/2 bananas. Everyone
has washed his or her hands. MaryAnn is the snack helper. The children are

eating. Sam is licking the top of his banana. I ask him to peel it first. The room
is quiet. Today the children are working out of their Phonics workbooks, while
they are eating their snack, usually they wait until after snack is done. As I look
around the room, Sadie is helping MaryAnn with her Phonics. On this day the

children are working diligently. On another day, the children are reading and
studying for their sightword test. MaryAnn's group (Sadie, Peter, and Carol) are
all saying their words out loud together, while some students studied alone.
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The children developed this routine of working and helping each other out
during snack time.
Snack time in the classroom is many things for the students, for some

students, snack time is an opportunity to complete work assignments. For
some, it is still a social outlet. But overall, it is a time for procedures to be
established, and rules to be adhered to, which will help any community become

strong. And in this case, that community is a classroom community.

Good Etlquette:
The second theme that surfaced while I was conducting this research
was etiquette. Etiquette is a prescribed form and practice of correct behavior.
(Pg. 239, Webster's ll New Fliverside Dictionary). The operative word here is

practice. This next section is a look at how the children put into practice good
etiquette skills such as, using good manners, being helpful, and sharing.
Using Good Mannerfl: Saying "Please" andlThank You"

ln the beginning (of snack time), I often modeled what I perceived as
good etiquette. Many days I started snack time by asking the snack helpers to
get things started. I would then thank them. I also tried to conclude snack time

with some form of praise as well. On one occasion, MaryAnn and Peter are
passing out snacks. When they finished I said to them, "thank you MaryAnn,

thank you Peter". They both responded with "you're welcome Miss W". They
both exhibited good manners.
One day the children were seated and waiting quietly for the snacks to be
passed out, so I said to them, " I love the way you are sitting and waiting so

quietly and patiently." Here I was giving praise for good behavior, which in
retrospect was also good etiquette. As the snack helper (MaryAnn) passed out
snack, Mariorie, said " thank you". MaryAnn then said "you're welcome". Once
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again showing good etiquette, by using good manners. On many other
occasions the children were openly verbal with their manners. This was a good
thing to watch emerge, because generally, upon entering second grade, more
often than not, the children are not as cordial to one another. They push their
way into line, they hardly ever said thank you are please, unless reminded by

me. The change was good.
Being Help.ful.-and Sharing:

Using please and thank you was just a small part of the children
practicing good etiquette during snack time. Take for instance those times
when the children would do nlce things for one another instead of iust saying
nice things. Like the time when Tina and Bill were standing in line waiting to

wash up for snack time. Bill turned to Tina and asked, "would you like to get in
front of me. The response was "yes." So the young man allowed the young lady
to step in front of him to drink water first. This is a rare event in second grade.
Most of the time, the children do not allow "jumps" (cutting in line) ts take place.
As a matter of fact, they usually will tattle. On another occasion, while I was

videotaping, Sam walked up to me carrying one of my correcting pens; he had
found it in another paft of the classroom. He asked me "should I place this pen
on your desk?". But before I could respond, he placed the pen on my desk
anyway.
During the snack time games (sightword bingo and math bingo) I often
saw gestures of helpfulness

too. Let's take for example the first time the

children played sightword bingo during snacktime. (l should also mention this
was the first time that these children had ever played the game

.)

Many of the

students worked through the game together. The children are seated at their

desks. Peter is the bingo caller. As I look around the room, I see Sam. He is
looking at Sadie's game board for help. I also see MaryAnn helping Kaylee.
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Kaylee is an (ESL), English as second language.student. MaryAnn then
reaches across her desk to begin to help Travis with a word. This kind of

interaction continued throughout the course of the game. MaryAnn finally won
the game. The class gave her a hand. Once again exhibiting a gesture of good
manners.

There were many more occasions throughout the taping when the
children displayed good etiquette towards one another and myself

.

lt appeared

that good manners came about due to the fact that the children were eating

together. The food was like a tool that helped to bring about socialization and
communication. And because the children were eating, they did practice how to
prepare to eat (i.e. washing hands, waiting for everyone to be served, eating
without a talking with a mouth full of food, etc.) All of these actions helped the
development of etiquette in the classroom.
Knowing how to use manners, as well as being polite and helpful to
others are good tools to help community flourish and be established within a
classroom setting.

The Role of the Teacher:
The third theme that became apparent during the videotaping of
snacktime in the classroom was that of the role of the teacher. During this study
it became apparent that I wore several hats in the classroom. At times it

appeared as though I was a disciplinarian, the facilitator of rules and
procedures, a @nversationalist, as well as the researcher.
Disciplinarian:
My behavior and responses during the taping of snacktime seemed to
have a definite impact upon the chitdren and the overall dynamics of the group.
For example, looking at the teacher's role as a disciplinarian, there were times
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when direct action needed to be taken during videotaping, like the time when
Amber and Peter engaged in a shouting match. Amber told Peter "don't look at

me". They began yelling insults back and forth to one another. At that point

I

turned otf the video camera and had to reprimand both children for their
disrespectful behavior towards one another. There were other situations in
which certain children would be playing or talking at the sink area, such as the
time when Phyllis was dancing in line. I took away one of her behavioral points
as a consequence. The children enter the classroom with 10 points daily.
When they break a rule, such as dancing or playing in line they lose points. As
did Phyllis in this case. And there was the time when Peter went to Sam, who
was at the sink washing his hands for snack, and said, "man, you're taking too
long, hurry up! and with that they began to argue over the soap. I reprimanded
the two boys, and I took behavior points from both of them as well.. Then there

were just those times when I had to give simple reminders of using good old
fashion manners, when the etiquette was not visible. Like the time when Miss M
came to read to the class and all of the children practically ran over each other
to get to the reading circle. I had to tell the class to go back to their seats and
start over again. After that one by one the students filed up to the front of the

room. They then used manners, saying "excuse me" and I'm sorr/' if they
bumped into one another as they sat down. Although there were no major
negative behavioral incidences, the children still looked to me to fix the few
problems that did occur.
Filcilitator:
I also acted as the facilitator of rules and procedures. The children

adhered to the rules and procedures of snack time readily; they often did what
was expected of them. But there were those times when I did have to facilitate
(guide) the children through; not necessarily by my own choosing, but
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sornetimes out of the necessity to fulfill the children'$ expectation of me as their

classroom teacher. Sometimes I used verbal cues to guide the students
through, other times I did not. For example, the first few days of snack time were
hectic, so I often had to step in to remind the children of what was expected of

them. Like the time when all of the children were supposed to be standing up at
the sink getting ready for snack time, but some were off to the side talking, and
some were still sitting at their desks, so

I yelled out "everyone should be getting

ready for snack time". The children then began getting ready; washing up, the

snack helper passing out snacks, etc. Another time Sam asked me, "do we line

up?" (After eating snack, cleaning up and getting water, the children
automatically would line up for CC lab.) I responded, "what do you think?" He

then lined up. Or the time when the children were playing Sightword Bingo, but
none of thern had listened to the rules carefully, so many of them were not

playing correctly. Some children had chips all over their boards, like Amber.
Others, like Tyrone, Bill and Tina kept calling out things like, "l can't hear", "what
did you say?" "what row?"

etc. so finally, I stopped taping and had to give

instructions to the entire class all over again.
There were also those times when no voice was needed to get the
students moving in the right direction. For instance, once Sam walked over to
the camera while I was videotaping with one of my pens in his hand, he asked,
"do you want me to put this pen on your desk?" I did not respond. He placed the
pen on the desk. These are just a few examples of the teacher's role as the

classroom facilitator.
Conveff-ationalist:
Conversation with the teacher was very important to the students. There
were several occasions during snack time when the children wanted to engage
in conversation with

me. lt appeared as though they iust wanted attention and
s0

acknowledgement of their existence from the teacher. During these particular
times I usually endured jokes, comments, and endless questions. Once
MaryAnn told me a joke. lt went like this: Why do hummingbirds sing?

I

responded, "l don't know", she responds, "because they don't know the notes".

chuckled and told her what a cute joke that was. She smiled brightly. During

the Christmas holiday season, Sam could not get enough of telling me how
much he liked the classroom Christmas tree. He only commented about the
tree during snacktime videotaping, otherwise the tree did not seem to exist. He
always said, "Miss W, I love your tree. I think it is beautiful." And then there

were those times when the camera began rolling and the questions began

flying. For instance, in regards to the classroom Christmas tree, Sam needing
to know daily where the tree came from asked, "Miss W, where did you say you
got that little tree from?". My response was always the same, "Target." But that

did not stop him from asking again and again. MaryAnn asked lots of questions

too. Usually her questions would pertain to comments or events made earlier
by the teacher. Like the time that she kept asking, " Miss W, didn't you say we

we're going to make caramel apples for Halloween?" I said it otten, " yes, the
class will make caramel apples during the classroom celebration." She
continued to ask until she was satisfied. MaryAnn just wanted be sure that

I

followed through on the things that I said would take place in the classroom.
As the researcher of this study, much of my role was predefined. I had an

obligation to allow as much natural behavior to occur as often as possible. For
me that meant allowing the children to do their own thing, which meant as litile

interaction with me as possible. Although this was my perception, the children
felt othenrvise. Throughout this proiect my interaction was constantly being

sought. lf I said, "do if' (whatever the task may be) the children would do

it.

Even when I said nothing, the children would still engage in activity, but not
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I

without looking for some form of a cue in the process. This is a good thing. The
role of the teacher during snack time is vital when establishing community
within the classroom. Behavior definitely appeared to be influenced by the
values and expectations of the teacher.
Thus far, while looking at themes for building classroom community, it is
apparent that teamwork from both the teacher and the students is necessary to
deepening the group bond. Both the teacher and students need to adhere to
and follow the rules and procedures

.

We both exhibited and modeled good

etiquette, and relied upon one another to keep the lines of communication
open.

The Classroom Leader:
The fourth and final theme that emerged from the data was the classroom

leader. Leadership is the process of giving purpose (meaningful direction) to
collective effort and causing willing etfort to be expanded to achieve purpose
(Jacobs & Jacobs 1990, p.281). Leadership is also a pefforming art -a

collection of practices and behaviors -not a position. (Kouzes & Posner 1995,
30).

According to Kouzes and Posner, authors of the book The Leadership

Challenoe, it seems that we can't live with routines and routine work - but we
can't live without them either. Established procedures annoy us, and yet we're
glad we have them when we expect trains to run on tirne. They go on to say that

the critical issue for leaders isn't whether to have routines but which routines to
have (Kouzes and Posner 1995)..
Routine was mrtainly established during snack time in the classroom.

One of the routines that was prevalent during this research process was my
position behind the video camera. ln this case the fact that I remained behind
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the camera for the duration of this research project, could quite possibly be the
reason why a student leader emerged.
Mary Ann is the student leader that I am referring

to.

MaryAnn appears in

the forefront throughout much of the research data. She appeared on several of
the videotaped days as the snacktime helper. (On days 2 -5, MaryAnn appears
consecutively as the snacktime helper). She helped out during the sightword
and math bingo games. (MaryAnn helped Kaylee and Phillip the very first time
the class played sightword bingo. And she helped out Peter during math

bingo.) She reminded me of events or activities that I said would take place in
the classroom. Like the time when I had mentioned that the class would be
making Caramel apples. Days had passed and MaryAnn decided to mention it

to me again, she asked, "didn't you say we were going to make caramel apples
one of these days? " I responded with,

from before,

yes. I remembered the conversation

but I still had forgotten to bring in the things needed to make the

apples. But, after my conversation with MaryAnn I did bring in the ingredients
the following week.
MaryAnn's final role was that she serued as a student role model (for

following rules and procedures) to the rest of her classmates. MaryAnn also led
the majority of the small group discussions in class. MaryAnn's role helped to
build classroom community- She did her part to ensure that everyone was
reaching for a common goal, that goal was doing the right thing for snack time..

She helped to inspire a shared vision. MaryAnn was selfless, not selfish.
MaryAnn was not concerned about being number one, helping the students
during the Bingo games is an indicator of this. This quality enabled the rest of
her classmates to

act. MaryAnn looked out for the greater good of the group,

and was very well liked by the majority of her classmates. This was evident by

the countless times she was selected as a snack helper by the teacher, as well
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as her

peers. lnspiring a shared vision, enabling others to act and modeling

the way are three of five practices of exemplary leadership. (Kouzes & Posner,
1ees).

Summary:
Overall, it appeared that my interaction, or lack there of, played a key role
when trying to build a classroom community. lt appeared as though the children
were following the rules of the classroom, although sometirnes reminders were
necessary.

Conversation became more abundant as time moved on. When I was
interacting, the student's conversation was even more prevalent during snack

time. MaryAnn made sure that some form of conversation took place too. She
took full advantage of being able to socialize.
I also noticed that many of the children had lots of questions about

appropriate behavior. Although the rules had been discussed on several
occasions during snack time, as well as prior to snack time, many students did
not seem comfortable moving forward (passing out snacks, etc. ) without first

checking it out with me.
It was apparent that the students depended upon my guidance to ensure

that they were doing the right thing. lt was also apparent that my approval was
key for them to feel okay to interact. Although the children did a good job of
Iearning and adhering to the classroom rules and procedures, and could carry
out snack time without me, they often did not. And when I did not always
respond to questions, or responses for help, the students would often turn to
MaryAnn for that reassurance to continue on. (i.e. the games).

Finally, building a community within the classroom is a deed that can be

done. But as the classroom teacher, you must prepare to play the role of leader
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in that endeavor as

well. After all, in the eyes of the students you are their role

model.
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Chapter Overview:
ln this chapter I will give rny perspective of what I think surfaced while
conducting this research project. I will discuss what the research, as well as

restate my definition of a community. I will also discuss what I recommend for
others that might be interested in including a snack time into the daily agenda of
their classroom.

To revisit my definition of a classroom community; I said it is a place or
setting in which the participants work together as one to ensure the overall
success of all of those involved. Within a Community we witness the modeling
and teaching of actions or behaviors that can lead to the overall achievement

and growth of those participating. The students in this study did experience a
community within their classroom.
Teachers are constantly looking for ways to enhance their classroom

environments. We continually are looking for tools that will aid in the process of
helping to unity the children and curtail negative behavior so that positive things

take place in that environment. (i.e.. learning, cooperation, communication, etc.)
For me, incorporating a classroom snack time was the tool that I used to help

create my classroom environment.
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The Researcher's Perspective: What did

I

Find?

During this research I found that the role of the teacher is very important

when implementing a snack time in the daily agenda of a ctassroom setting.
Snack time is efficient when building a classroom community, but it is important
to note that the classroom teacher should take an active part in the day to day
routine of snack time and the group. Otherwise it seems as though the goals

and expectations of the group will stagnate. The children tended to rely heavily
upon me for answers, even when the rules were written out, discussed and
practiced daily. And the students tended to adhere to the expectations of the
classroom as a whole, instead of just the rules for our classroom snack tirne.
For example, when the children were given verbal, as well as written

permission to talk to one another during snack time, they took advantage of it;
but every now and again, they would look to me for a reassuring glance before

indulging. But take heed, they did indulge. And once in a while they waited for
me to initiate the conversation before engaging in conversation themselves.

They made sure not to break the rule of talking without permission in the

classroom. The children were very respectful of the rules of the community.
This is not a bad thing. As a mafier of fact, it is a great phenomenon. Following
rules and procedures definitely helps a comrnunity grow.
I

found that having a snack time in the classroom

does help students

learn to work together. (i.e. helping each other to pass out snacks, helping
each other to prepare the snack, reminding one another of the rules, etc.), which
is a criteria when looking to build a classroom community. Many times during
the taping of snack time a student would come to me and say such things, rs,

"should I give everyone a snack?", or "do you want me
to pass out the napkins? Knowing that response would always be '*yes". I say
the students knew the answer to their questions because, the rules stated that

s8

everyone must receive a snack, and that the materials should be passed out

daily. This is just another example of how the students wanted or needed the
attention, and permission of the teacher to move forward with the plan at hand.
ln this case that would be preparing for snack.
I also found that having a snack time in the classroom

can bring about

uniformity, and respect for one another, two more community building
criteria. For this research project the students understood the concept of having
a snack together, (l know this to be true because we discussed eating iogether,
in the home, as well as in the school prior to beginning snack time in the

classroom. We also used the school breakfast, and lunch programs as other
examples of eating together as a group.) The children also knew the plan and
the routine. They would prepare for snack time ritually. Many of them knew
exactly what time to begin getting ready for snack time, although the majority of
them would wait until I said, "Let's get ready for snack time." They washed their
hands, and sat readily, (unless they were the server for that day), usually staring
into the video camera at me, waiting and preparing to eat together. Each child
knew just what to do and what was expected. Also, the children learned to

respect one another, by usually saying "please", "thank you", and "you're

welcome". Each child was practicing this ritual on a daily basis. This was done
with prompting from me from time to time, but more prompting came from the
children themselves to one another, (i.e. reminding one another to say "thank
you", etc.) These rituals did carry over when we played sightword bingo, and
math bingo in the classroom as well. Not all of the children helped others, but
some did. Overall there was helping taking place, as well as encouragement.
The children did build and work within a community for their classroom.
Each child did his/her part to ensure the success of snack time. Most of the

children used pieces of the snack time components and carried them over into

,io

other parts of their day. And it was the rules and procedures established by the
teacher that helped the children's community become complete. And although
all of these finding sound great and encouraging, the question still remains,
what did this research actually demonstrate?

What did this Study Demonstrate?
The actual evidence found in this study supports the idea that rules that
are established can be followed. Many of the examples presented in this study
reiterated over and over how the children followed the rules. The establishment
of procedures existed because rules existed, (i.e. the children passed out
napkins, passed out snacks, washed their hands, etc., while waiting for
everyone to be seated and served because the rules that had been hand
written and posted at the back sink, said to do so.) Even during social time,
when the children were given the okay to comrnunicate with classmates, and
game time, when the children were allowed to play bingo, it was apparent that
rules were being followed. The children sought the permission of the teacher

before engaging in conversation, which was one of the classroom rules. And
during game time, the children often yelled out to the teacher to restate how to
play the game, and wanting to know what to do next.

This study also supports the idea that the teacher's input is valuable, and
sought by her students. The children asked many questions during the taping
of this project. The children also sought conversation from the teacher about

most anything.
Overall, my findings (my perspective)were more plentiful than what the
actual research showed. But, many questions did arise, and with further
research, may be answered.
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Questions:

1. Will the group that completed this research project continue to exhibit the
behaviors learned during snack time into their daily routine the following school
year?

2. Does the success of the project depend on the group?
3. Why do children respond differently to different situations?

4.

Would a student leader emerge in all groups when the teacher removes

himfterself for whatever reason?

5.

How does the teacher's behavior (impact) shape snack time?

Recommendations:
Upon completing this research project, I realized the importance of the

teacher's role when building a classroom community. But I also had to keep in
mind the group of children that I was working

with. lt has been my experience

as a teacher that year after year, each group of children is different, and
although the teacher's expectations may remain the same, year after year, the

children or group's expectation and response to the teacher may slightly differ.
Some groups are more mature than others, some groups expectation levels are
higher, some groups have little to no expectations, therefore, everything is
deemed wonderful and important. Overall, I think that part of

the success of

building a classroom community primarily is determined by the makeup of the

group. I think the other key component lies with how active, or inactive the
classroom teacher is willing to be.
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It has been my experience that children have a natural tendency to

please. I think that having a snack time in the classroom will be successful
because the children are going to want it to be something good for them.
Knowing this, I think that the teacher brings to snack time the key ingredient to
how well your classroom community will thrive. I can't reiterate enough that
being an active participant is one

of the main components for success, when

looking to build a classroom community.

The teacher should be an "active participant" in the group during snack
time, so that group discussion can surface, and so that cohesiveness can be

built. When I talk about being an "active participant" I mean iust that; be active.
Talk to the students when they talk to you, initiate conversation if the students
are having trouble initiating their own. lf you can, sit down and eat snack with
the students. Afterall, it is your attention, and approval that they seek most. That

is something that I wished our community could have seen more of, but lacked
due to the fact that the teacher was not always an "active participant."
In the future I will make sure that I am an active participant. I will sit down

with students. I will engage in conversation. I will continue to encourage
questions, and answers. I will enjoy the knowledge that children bring to
conversation, as well as acknowledge the attention that they seek from me.

I

hope to never take for granted a chilld's enthusiasm to please"
I would also recommend to any other teacher that is willing to try using a

snack time in their classroorn as a tool for building community to make sure that
the students know the expectations of snack time. I found that setting rules for

the children, while also including their input was a very good thing to

do. The

children felt some ownership, and they adhered to the rules readily. Prior
knowledge of the rules was also a good thing for the children as well.
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I think that good etiquette will surface with the introduction of a classroom

snack time. Good etiquette, and polite behavior was easily taught during this
research study. The key word here being "taughf'. The rules that were
established helped to teach the students good manners.
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Appendix A
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Parent Consent Form

Dear Parents,
Hello, my name is Diane Walker, and I will be your child's second grade teacher
for the 1997-98 school year at B. School. At the beginning of every schoot year
(usually in the middle of September) I have incorporated a snack time into my
classroom curriculum. Students are given a teacher provided snack everyday.
This school year, I would like to invite you and your child to participate in
a 2-3 month research study. I am conducting the study as a part of my master's

thesis at Augsburg College. The study will involve snack time in the classroom.
Your child's well being is very important to me; therefore it will not be

jeopardized in any way. And measures will be taken to ensure the
confidentiality of your child, as well as your child's well being. At no time will
your child's name be used in the Thesis. lnstead, pseudonyms, or made up
names will be used in place of your child's name. Included with this letter will
be a sheet for you to list any food items that your child is allergic

to.

For the

research project we will be eating fruit (apples, oranges, bananas, pears) only.
This project will attempt to understand if including a snack time into the
classroom affects a sense of classroom community. The students and their
social interaction with classmates, during snack time will be videotaped daily.
Also students will be videotaped in other situations, such as game playing. This
will be done to see if snack time behaviors are being carried over to other parts
of the day. The tapes will be in my possession only. (Faculty advisors at
Augsburg will be the only other people to view the

videotapes). Also, I will be

writing down observations of student interactions. These notes will also be
included in my research paper.
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lf you have any questions pertaining to this study please feel free to call

me. lf your child can participate in this research study, please sign your name
below on the dotted line and return this letter with your child.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Diane Walker
Ph. # xxx-xxxx

Parent signature
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Terminology
Qualitative Research: is the study of people's perceptions, through the use of
inductive analysis, description, and broad-based thinking. Qualitative research
includes collecting data through fieldwork. And in Qualitative research theory is
developed from the bottom-up, rather than from the top-down

.

This is called

grounded theory. (Biklen & Bogdan, 1982)

healthy snack: a healthy snack as defined by Weight Watcher's magazine is
food that is nutrient packed having an abundance of vitamins and minerals such
as, grains, fruits, vegetables and carbohydrates.

participation observation - the recording of observed behavior, (descriptions,
reports of conversations, and dialogues) on paper. (Biklen & Bogdan, 1982)
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